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Preparation:

[ ] Gather all necessary cleaning supplies, including bathroom cleaner, disinfectant, glass cleaner, microfiber cloths, sponges, scrub brushes, and gloves.

General Cleaning:

[ ] Remove and dispose of any trash from the trash can.
[ ] Dust light fixtures, vents, exhaust fans, and other high areas.
[ ] Wipe down and disinfect light switches, door handles, and fixtures.
[ ] Clean mirrors with glass cleaner for a streak-free shine.

Sink and Countertop:

[ ] Remove all items from the countertop.
[ ] Clean and disinfect the sink, faucet, and handles.
[ ] Scrub and sanitize the countertop.
[ ] Replace items and organize them neatly.

Toilet:

[ ] Apply toilet bowl cleaner and let it sit for a few minutes.
[ ] Scrub the inside of the toilet bowl with a toilet brush.
[ ] Clean and disinfect the toilet seat, lid, and exterior surfaces.
[ ] Wipe down the flush handle and surrounding areas.
[ ] Replace toilet paper and refill the toilet paper holder.

Shower and Bathtub:

[ ] Remove personal items and accessories from the shower or bathtub.
[ ] Spray the shower or bathtub with a suitable cleaner.
[ ] Scrub and sanitize the walls, tiles, grout, and fixtures.
[ ] Rinse thoroughly to remove any residue.
[ ] Clean and disinfect the showerhead or faucet.
[ ] Replace items and organize them neatly.
Shower Glass or Curtain:
[ ] Clean and remove soap scum or water stains from shower glass or curtain.
[ ] Rinse thoroughly to ensure a clean finish.

Towels and Linens:
[ ] Replace used towels and mats with fresh, clean ones.
[ ] Check towel bars and hooks for cleanliness.

Floor:
[ ] Sweep or vacuum the floor to remove loose debris.
[ ] Mop the floor with a suitable floor cleaner.
[ ] Pay attention to corners and edges for thorough cleaning.

Trash and Final Checks:
[ ] Empty and replace the trash can liner.
[ ] Double-check all areas for missed spots or areas that need further attention.
[ ] Ensure all cleaning supplies are properly stored and organized.